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Subject: Bulk Physician Sign-Off in DocuTAP. Important Instructions Included

 
Physicians,

DocuTAP recently experienced an upgrade that resulted in a significant change to how OccMed sign-offs

are completed. DocuTAP now offers bulk sign-offs for OccMed/Non-Provider visits − an efficient new

feature that expedites the review and sign-off process for physicians for non face-to-face OccMed visits.

Rather than individually opening and reviewing each chart, visits can be auto checked and auto

reviewed − requiring only one sign-off (or bulk sign-off) by the reviewing physician. With this change,

physicians will no longer have to open each chart to enter a diagnosis code and visit code. This change is

effective immediately.

Instructions

Please review the attached instructions. These instructions will need to be followed in order to

complete sign-offs for OccMed visits moving forward. This information has also been included in The

MedExpress Journal. Please note that the sign-off page automatically defaults to “non face-to-face

visits” for OccMed sign-offs. If you would like to complete sign-offs for other visit types, you will need to

uncheck this box (located within “Search Options” under “Clinic”) in order to view the other charts.

Understanding Sign-Offs for Different Charts

Currently, MedExpress physicians sign-off on two types of charts:

1.       Patients who did not see a provider but received a service at MedExpress. These charts are

pulled to the physician schedule by the clinical staff for the physician to sign-off for billing.

These charts can be either OccMed patients or urgent care patients. Only the OccMed patient

charts will use the new bulk sign-off process.

2.       Patients that are seen by an Advanced Practitioner are to be reviewed and signed-off by the

supervising physician of the day. These charts/patients are not included in the bulk sign-off

process.



Important Note: Clinical Role For Bulk Sign-Offs

Clinical staff members have a role in facilitating bulk sign-offs for OccMed visits. Clinical staff members

are responsible for coding OccMed visits in the “Protocols” section of DocuTAP, ultimately enabling the

“OccMed visit” and coding of “99999” to be automatically populated for the provider during sign-off.

Thank you.
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